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¾ Lifestyle of Health and Sustainibility (leader function of VIPs)
¾ Consumers stop to decide just economically
¾ Trigger: ‚UN Climate Change Report‘; Al Gore‘s ‚An Inconvenient Truth‚; ‚Live Earth‘
¾ Warming climate just enjoy last cynics
¾ Therefore carbon dioxide emission rate = new index for sustainable performances
¾ Intensive debates and product offers about healthy nutrition, social responsibility and 
food enjoyment (slow food)
¾ Organic with scientific evidences to: 
offer high nutritional values, provide better tastes, be climate friendly
¾ Therefore 1st choice for many LOHAS6
Organic promotion campaigns focus LOHAS
Display poster of a Swiss organic supermarket
Subjet for a Swiss 
organic retailer campaign7
Organic products focus desires of LOHAS
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flower extracts
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Handcrafted drink
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¾ Organic market growth in many countries limited by shortages.
¾ E.g. European dairies continue to struggle to find adequate supply. 
¾ UK and German markets have been the most affected with processors importing 
significant volume from neighbouring countries. The launch of organic dairy products 
by German discounters has been a main factor behind (ORGANIC MONITOR 05/07) 
¾ Rising prices push the organic market value: Market growth in 2007 also has to be 
interpreted as a result of rising prices (organic inflation). Producer prices in Germany 
for organic milk partly 50 cent per liter (+40%), backing wheat 480 €/t (+ 100%) 
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¾ Global sourcing and product/producer hunting of organic food
¾ E.g. COOP Switzerland pays FiBL for head hunting of organic vegetable producers
¾ German retailers sell organic dairy products from Denmark 
¾ Western European countries send organic food to Eastern European retailers
¾ Contract production gains importance
ConsequencesDevelopment
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¾ Internet communities, neutral product test organisations and google-earth make
organic supply and producers transparent globally
¾ They are able to influence buying decisions stronger than advertising campaigns
¾ Negative organic cases get identified fasterDevelopment
Market Environment Organic transparency Consumers eveluate
organic suppliers12
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Communities recommend each other which products to buy/blame13
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¾ Processing industry uses more and more additives
¾ Number of highly processed organic food increases
¾ More energy, transport miles and package material for organic food used
¾ Global organic sourcing and selling
¾ Increasing concentration of organic processing, wholesaling and retailing
¾ Seasonal aspects loose relative importance as organic marketing issue
¾ ‚Global Organic‘ get competition by ‚Local Conventional‘
¾ Missing partnership between organic farmers and their conv. market partners (conv. 
supermarkets and discounters)
¾ Consequence: Organic becomes more anonymous and exchangeable15
Discounters become green & clean…
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 The share of sold organic food via conventional chains is 
permanently growing.
 Discussion: ‘Is there already a mechanism of conventionalism in 
the organic market/sector?’
 Answer: ‘Yes it is. It is a consequence to bring organic out of the 
niche. But also first conventional chains move to the sustainable 
edge of retailing.’
 Sources for European organic food get rare year by year, when 
policy and market actors will not wake up and start to influence
the organic farming sector in a positive way.
 Consequence: ‘The main retailer competition field of tomorrow 
will be how to bind and contract reliable organic producer 
groups.’
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